
Appendix 6 

AGM Ladies and Girls Section 

 

Note from Pip Gregory head coach on the girls section  

Macc Girl’s Rugby  
 
From starting in September 2020 with an Inner Warrior event to the growing numbers that 
keep coming. The team is going strength to strength. We have had the regular 12-15 girl’s 
turning up form U11 - U15 every Saturday for at least an hour and half training session. 
Learning the basic rugby skills but also developing into the harder, more complicated skills. 
Thankful to the U11s boys who are always on hand to lend our girl’s some game time 
experience, especially to keep them involved in the ‘Ready4Rugby’ whole club competitions. 
The girl’s team has definitely put their stamp on the club! Even more so by running into Apps 
absolutely covered head-to-toe in mud, saying how much they enjoy the game and training. 
The hardships these girls have overcome with being a newly formed team in September to 
some of them playing in their first ‘pitch up and play’ event hosted at Chester is incredible. 
Reports from the parents and coaches on the day were all positive and the training learned 
certainly clicked on the day! They were able to represent not just girl’s rugby but made their 
mark as Macclesfield Rugby Club!  
 
Note from Head coach Ladies Section - Simon Dempsey  
Ladies Rugby:  
 
2021/2022 Captain: Grace Wilson 
 
“Amazingly, the most unprecedented year I have ever witnessed in rugby, has found the ladies 
team fighting adversity by, rallying the troops, combating mental health and well-being, 
completing team charity events, providing support to others when needed and developing a 
fantastic team spirit! The ladies' team is evolving in numbers and development with a real 
sense of purpose and willingness to understand all the virtues our wonderful game offers, both 
on and off the pitch.   
All of this could not be achieved without the commitment from the ladies and the commitment 
from both coaches Dominic McCarthy and Nathan Thomas. Both coaches bring a real balance 
to training, great technical understanding and as important fun and enjoyment.  
Squad numbers hover around the 18 mark, on occasions up to 23. These numbers dictate 
where, when and what level we wish to play at, so its vitally important we keep the social 
awareness going, word of mouth and are actively included in the one club vision.  
Games played 0 losses 0”.  
 
 
 
A massive thank you to our coaches Simon Dempsey, Dom McCarthy and Nathan Thomas  
 
This year has been the hardest year for the ladies section as covid stopped us have a traditional 
session with regards to playing rugby. I’m very proud to be apart of the ladies team and be 



party to the achievements we had completed this season. It needs to be noted that without Liz 
Jarrett this would have been a harder year for the ladies, not only has she made sure our metal 
health is paramount and encouraged us to speak up. She organised us to be part of the “give 
a ruck” charity event. Also proud to say that she is now the ambassador for mental health with 
the club. With give a ruck we participated in raise money for the Samaritans by walking 
hundreds of miles raising £3,500 throughout the month of February.  
 
This year has been fantastic in the upturn of new members that have joined our team and on 
some weeks we have had over 25 ladies turning up to training. Also our social media has been 
reaching an organic reach of between 3,000 to 7,000 people which has in turn resulted in new 
members. 
 
Our aim for the upcoming session is to be in the development league for one final session 
before joining a league and having a progress plan in place to develop as a team moving 
forward. 
 
We are definitely looking forward to a session without covid and to be playing again. 
 
 
 
 


